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Abstract

The Universal Periodic Review is a comprehensive, state-to-state peer-review mechanism of the United Nations (UN) Human Rights Council. Created in 2006, the mechanism scrutinizes the human rights record of all UN Member States, including their efforts to realize the right to health. However, the mechanism is relatively under-used in global health governance compared to treaty-based procedures, such as those overseen by the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities or the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. We suggest that the Universal Periodic Review could be used to support the monitoring and review processes of the sustainable development goals (SDGs). The review could offer a unique perspective for other actors on how to ensure accountability for the complex and intertwined SDGs, including their commitments for health. This article provides an overview of how health-related rights have been addressed in the Universal Periodic Review process and how the review can contribute to advancing global commitments to health, including those embodied in the SDGs. We present some of the current limitations in the way health is addressed in the Universal Periodic Review. We also consider what role specialized UN agencies, such as the World Health Organization, might play during the Universal Periodic Review process and how this involvement can contribute towards the comprehensive realization of health and wellbeing for all.

Introduction

The Universal Periodic Review is a state-led, peer-review mechanism of the inter-governmental Human Rights Council that reviews United Nations (UN) Member States’ fulfilment of international human rights standards.1 The review complements, rather than duplicates, existing UN human rights review processes, such as the UN human right treaty
bodies, which are committees of independent experts that review States parties’ compliance with international human rights treaties.\textsuperscript{2,25}

The Universal Periodic Review is one of the most widely endorsed international human rights accountability tools.\textsuperscript{4} It supports the promotion and protection of human rights and assists states in building their capacity to protect and promote human rights through technical assistance and best practice sharing.\textsuperscript{5}

Created in 2006, the review assesses, on a rotating basis, each UN Member State’s human rights record, including the right to health. In 2017, the Universal Periodic Review entered into its third cycle having completed two full reporting rounds in 2008–2012 and 2012–2016. The review draws from three sources of information: (i) a national report provided by the state under review; (ii) a compilation report of UN information on the state under review prepared by the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, including information from UN human rights mechanisms and other official UN documentation, which can be provided by UN agencies and country teams; and (iii) a stakeholders report, which summarizes information provided by other actors, notably civil society and national human rights institutions. Following a discussion with representatives of the state under review and representatives of all 47 members of the Human Rights Council, the state under review is issued with recommendations. The state indicates which recommendations it supports, which signals a commitment to implementation. The state “notes” the recommendations it does not support.

The Universal Periodic Review process has several shortcomings, including the risk of state-to-state complicity in how recommendations are framed,\textsuperscript{4} a general lack of specificity in structure and delivery of some recommendations\textsuperscript{7} and low levels of implementation.\textsuperscript{8} Despite these shortcomings, the process has been widely seen as a success and has taken a central role in global human rights protection.\textsuperscript{4}

Indeed, the Universal Periodic Review has some unique features that sets the review apart from other human rights mechanisms. In contrast to UN human rights treaty bodies, which focus on specific rights or groups, such as people with disabilities or women, the Universal Periodic Review is comprehensive, reviewing all Member States and all human rights standards, irrespective of whether or not a state has ratified a particular treaty. States report on time to the Universal Periodic Review, while the periodic country reports submitted to the treaty bodies are often overdue and in some cases not submitted at all.\textsuperscript{26} In addition to
the formal legal standards of international human rights law, the review also considers voluntary pledges and commitments made by states. In discussions among the working group that oversaw establishment of the Universal Periodic Review in 2006, some Member States suggested that these commitments might include those arising from various world conferences and summits, such as the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action. While the most recent guidelines for submission to the Universal Periodic Review does not make this explicit, it paves the way for the possibility that the Universal Periodic Review could be used to monitor the sustainable development goals (SDGs). Unlike the other human rights monitoring mechanisms, the Universal Periodic Review process was created to be cooperative and non-political rather than confrontational, emphasizing the role of organizations like WHO to constructively help states to meet their human rights obligations. In this article, we provide an overview of how health-related rights have been addressed in the Universal Periodic Review process and how the review can contribute to advancing global commitments to health. We also discuss what role specialized UN agencies, such as the World Health Organization (WHO), might play during this process and how this involvement can contribute towards the comprehensive realization of health and wellbeing for all.

Consideration of health-related rights

Health is recognized as a human right under international human rights law, including the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (1948) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and a central commitment in the SDGs. Furthermore, health is a prominent theme in the Universal Periodic Review recommendations made to states.

To assess the presence of health-related recommendations, we analysed all the recommendations made to Member States during the first cycle of the Universal Periodic Review and counted the numbers of paragraphs relevant to health, as well as on each health issue. By using a relatively broad interpretation of health, including many of the social and economic determinants of health (Fig. 1), we found that 3862 (22%) of the 17,638 paragraphs of recommendations were health-related. A sample review of recommendations made to a geographically diverse selection of eight countries in the second cycle of the Universal Periodic Review (2012–2016) suggests that health recommendations were more frequently made during this cycle, both in terms of absolute numbers and as a proportion of all recommendations. In these countries, health-related recommendations increased from 203 to 432 recommendations and from 20% to 26% of total recommendation between the two
cycles. We also examined the stratification of recommendations by WHO Regions and found broadly similar patterns in both number and proportion of health recommendations across regions.\textsuperscript{10}

Within the health-related recommendations from the first cycle, gender-based violence was the most frequently mentioned issue (33%; 1289 of 3862 of the health-related recommendations). Maternal and child health was the second most frequent issue (783 recommendations, however with few adolescent health recommendations), followed by social and economic determinants of health (512 recommendations) and health systems and services (393 recommendations). All of these health issues are prominent among the targets of the SDGs, notably the SDG 3 targets to achieve universal health coverage and reduce maternal, newborn and child mortality, and the SDG 5.2 target to eliminate all forms of violence against women and children. Recommendations often coupled health with other human rights issues, such as education or gender equality, highlighting the indivisibility of health with the enjoyment of other human rights. This holistic and synergistic approach also underpins Transforming our world: the 2030 agenda for sustainable development.\textsuperscript{14}

The commitment of the 2030 agenda “leaving no one behind” is also apparent in the recommendations, especially on health issues affecting marginalized groups, and particularly women and children and to some extent rural populations, people in poverty and migrants. Yet the right to health of other groups, such as adolescents, people with disabilities and minorities (with some exceptions, notably Roma populations in Europe) received much less attention.

Not all health issues received the same degree of scrutiny in the recommendations. Several health issues, including mental health and noncommunicable diseases, that are increasingly prominent and encompassed by the SDGs were comparatively neglected in recommendations. Some social determinants of health, notably water, sanitation and nutrition, as well as to access to medicines were rarely mentioned in the recommendations. Perhaps less surprisingly, given the peer-review nature of the mechanism, politically sensitive or contentious health issues, such as safe abortion, were also rarely mentioned. These findings are supported by a compilation of Universal Periodic Review recommendations relevant to the SDGs, showing a dominance of health recommendations related to universal health coverage, communicable diseases and maternal and child health.\textsuperscript{28}
The recommendations from the first cycle largely reflect the narrower global health and well-being agenda at the time the Universal Periodic Review was undertaken. Maternal, child and reproductive health, which were addressed in the millennium development goals (MDGs), all featured in the recommendations made to states. We anticipate this focus could change as the broader vision of health in the SDGs expands the way that the right to health is understood and addressed. Nonetheless, the key MDG issues of human immunodeficiency virus and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome issues (HIV/AIDS) and water and sanitation were neglected in first cycle recommendations. This suggests that monitoring the evolution of health-related recommendations throughout the third cycle, and engaging with reporting and reviewing states on the right to health, will be important. Such monitoring could ensure that stakeholders adopt a broad understanding of the right to health and its relationship to other underlying determinants as well as its link to broader peace and security goals.

SDG accountability

Widely lauded for its universal and comprehensive reach, the 2030 agenda was born from a recognition that global development challenges are overlapping and interconnected. The agenda also seeks to address growing inequalities within and between countries, noting that these can only be bridged by tackling the complex social and structural barriers facing those left behind by development progress. These recognitions reflect the understanding of human rights as indivisible, interrelated and interconnected, and the principles of equality and non-discrimination, which underpin international human rights. Indeed, the 2030 agenda is explicitly grounded in international human rights law.

The 2030 agenda is committed to a process of voluntary follow-up and review, at the national, regional and international levels. At the international level, formal follow-up and review arrangements have centred on the adoption of an official set of indicators to monitor progress towards the goals and targets. The High Level Political Forum under the auspices of the UN General Assembly has begun assessing progress through thematic and voluntary country reviews. Yet commentators have referred to the importance of accountability for the SDGs, and stakeholders have recognized that the Universal Periodic Review could play a valuable role in several ways.

First, the Universal Periodic Review provides an opportunity to assess how the SDGs are contributing to the realization of human rights, including the right to health and how human rights contribute to the SDGs. The SDGs have already been explicitly discussed in
some reports submitted under the Universal Periodic Review, during the review process and in recommendations issued to states under review. The Human Rights Council has signalled its willingness to developing this practice. Using the 2030 agenda together with international human rights instruments as a framework of reference for reporting, reviewing and recommendations, should help the Universal Periodic Review broaden its focus to address health and its determinants in a more even manner.

Second, the recommendations of the Universal Periodic Review provide valuable insights into some of the health issues and population groups that need attention in every country if progress is to be made towards attainment of the SDGs. Moreover, the review provides information that can ensure that this progress is grounded in human rights, which is a commitment of the 2030 agenda. States can thus integrate recommendations received under the Universal Periodic Review, as well as from other human rights review processes, in the development, implementation and review of their efforts to achieve the SDGs. Even where recommendations are not explicitly framed in terms of the SDGs, a database developed by Universal Rights Group allows the user to identify specific Universal Periodic Review recommendations to each state that are relevant to its SDG efforts.

Third, notwithstanding the shortcomings noted above, the Universal Periodic Review offers a unique insight into the challenges that will be faced by states in reporting on the SDG agenda, which, like international human rights law, has a comprehensive scope and complex and intersecting targets. Review recommendations are at times very sweeping and broad and many recommendations cover multiple issues. Sometimes health is addressed among a broader range of issues relating to other rights, such as food, water and education. Even within the health-focused recommendations, distinct health issues are clustered together, making it difficult to separate out which, if any, health issues are to be prioritized. Our study findings suggest that this overlap appears to have implications for how states can measure and report on implementation of recommendations. These experiences of reporting under the Universal Periodic Review can and should inform the still-evolving reporting, review and recommendations and follow-up arrangements for the SDGs.

These contributions of the Universal Periodic Review are important because the formal international SDG monitoring arrangements are falling short on human rights. For example, human rights considerations are not consistently reflected in the SDG indicators and thus may be overlooked. While the High Level Political Forum provides for a process of voluntary state review, human rights have been inconsistently and inadequately addressed in
this process to date. In this respect, the Human Rights Council, has already signalled its commitment to supporting the High Level Political Forum.

However, if the Universal Periodic Review is to be truly valuable, it must more consistently pay attention to a broader spectrum of health issues and give even greater attention to a range of vulnerable groups, rather than clustering recommendations in an uneven way. Furthermore, the quality of recommendations can be improved and states must give more attention to implementation.

Monitoring progress
To determine the effectiveness of the Universal Periodic Review mechanism, researchers have developed various approaches to measure the extent to which recommendations have been implemented and have triggered change in reality. Using the mid-term implementation assessments conducted by UPR Info, a nongovernmental organization, we were able to assess 156 of the 203 health-related recommendations made to eight countries during the first cycle. We found that 32 (20%) health-related recommendations were considered to be fully implemented and 64 (41%) partially implemented after two and a half years. A separate study by UPR Info also found that right to health recommendations had a comparatively high level of implementation. The study reports that 64% of right to health recommendations were fully or partially implemented, compared with an average of 48% among all recommendations. Recommendations on HIV/AIDS issues were highly implemented (78% fully or partially implemented).

Cognisant of the challenge to ensure implementation of the many recommendations issued to states under the Universal Periodic Review, state reviews should in the third universal periodic review cycle pay adequate attention to progress on recommendations issued in earlier cycles. Reviews should also facilitate more effective follow-up procedures at the national level.

Lesson learnt from those recommendations that report the highest rates of implementation might be useful information that could facilitate the role of Universal Periodic Review in strengthening progress towards and accountability for the SDGs. For example, substantively narrower and more specific wording could help by making recommendations more targeted to specific problems and also enable clearer accountability for non-compliance. Yet broader language in recommendations may, in some cases, allow for more inclusive political dialogue, particularly around sensitive issues. The comparative
strengths of targeted versus more general recommendations merits further research and evaluation. WHO’s normative standards on health might help navigate between the political sensitivities of some of these topics and provide a clear and evidence-based guidance on how to ensure and improve health outcomes and respect for human rights.

**Multilateral organizations**

The Universal Periodic Review is an inclusive process providing multiple entry points for diverse stakeholders, including UN agencies, to contribute across the review and reporting cycle. However, historically, only a few multilateral organizations have routinely engaged in this procedure.

The UN Secretary General commented on this gap in his 2017 report *Strengthening of the United Nations action in the field of human rights through the promotion of international cooperation and the importance of non-selectivity, impartiality and objectivity*, where he noted the opportunity of the 2030 agenda as “a catalyst for national implementation efforts and key entry point for the constructive engagement of the United Nations with Member States for the promotion and protection of human rights.” Furthermore, in the Report of the Secretary-General on the work of the Organization he urged UN programmes “to strengthen the relevance, precision and impact of the [Human Rights Council] including by providing better support to Member States in implementation, stronger collaboration with United Nations country teams and…to link the universal periodic review to the implementation of the [SDGs].”

The prominence of health in the first two Universal Periodic Review cycles offers opportunities for organizations engaged in global public health to support implementation of these recommendations in-country and to ensure sustained attention to them at global level. In this context, we argue that WHO could play a much more influential role in the Universal Periodic Review process, through increased collaborative data sharing and to provide more technical assistance.

As a trusted source of knowledge and data, WHO country offices could contribute data on key health challenges into the Universal Periodic Review process, through the UN compilation report. This contribution could help to highlight gaps, challenges and best practices. Furthermore, WHO would provide states with evidence-based technical normative guidance to support the effective implementation of recommendations designed to help states meet their obligations under the right to health. Such involvement would align with WHO’s
role to promote the use of data for global, regional and national accountability. Furthermore, the draft of WHO’s 13th Global Programme of Work states “Health is fundamental to the SDGs and, in an interconnected world, WHO’s role in providing global public goods that help to ensure health for all people within and across national boundaries has never been more relevant. The Organization’s powerful voice for health and human rights is indispensable to ensure that no-one is left behind.” This statement provides further support of the alignment of WHO’s work to the Universal Periodic Review.

Conclusion
The Universal Periodic Review process offers an opportunity to identify and expose important health-related human rights issues and to generate action and attention in countries. Recent debates among human rights advocates on how to improve the Universal Periodic Review have focused on ensuring that previous accepted recommendations are implemented by the states before they enter the third cycle. However, to date, few people have examined how well the process achieves its ambitious goal of assessing human rights in a comprehensive, interrelated and holistic way. And yet this kind of a comprehensive approach is required under the 2030 agenda, which recognizes that health is linked to the other 16 goals, and is dependent on the their achievements.

Our research shows that the Universal Periodic Review can and does address health from a human rights perspective. However, the current Universal Periodic Review reporting process is skewed, with attention diverted towards a narrow scope of issues. Organizations, such as WHO, that are uniquely positioned to support and provide crucial insights into the process with regard to health rights, could be doing more to ensure that these reviews are as comprehensive as possible.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of health-related topics in the recommendations from first cycle Universal Periodic review, 2008–2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health topic (no. of recommendations)</th>
<th>Proportion of recommendations, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender-based violence and harmful practices</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal, child and adolescent health</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and economic determinants of health</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health systems and services</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabilities and health</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and health</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS and STIs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual and reproductive health and rights</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and sanitation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncommunicable diseases</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicable diseases</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential medicines</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunization, vaccines</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health security, emergencies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AIDS: acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; HIV: human immunodeficiency virus; LGBTI: lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex; STI: sexual transmitted infections.

Note: In total, we assessed 3862 health-related recommendations. A recommendation could mention more than one topic.